Flooring Optimization
Software
™

TigerStop’s innovative Flooring Optimization software
is an upgrade for TigerTouch tablets that replaces the
need to purchase custom flooring packaging machines.
Flooring components can now be palletized directly off
of the saw.
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Flooring Optimization Software

™

Flooring Optimization software nests material into perfect pallet sizes for easy packaging, all while increasing yield

Using TigerStop’s Flooring Optimization™ software, operators in the millwork and flooring industries now have the
ability to cut random length material that’s optimized and defected, and easily lay it up for packaging and crating.
Flooring manufacturers traditionally have paid a premium for “palletization software” that helps them fit the pieces
they cut into pallets without any holes or gaps, like filling in a puzzle. TigerStop’s Flooring Optimization™ algorithms
will perform this functionality on the fly, without requiring any additional steps.

Additional Benefits of Flooring Optimization™
•

Flooring Optimization’s two algorithms, YIELD and LENGTH allow you to make use of 90-99% of your material in the
longest, clearest lengths possible. This allows you to fill up pallet slots in the most efficient way, right off of the saw.

•

TigerTouch allows the operator to see the flooring parts he is cutting before they are cut and to see which pallets each
part will end up in.

•

TigerTouch creates custom part information. After each piece is cut, the TigerStop will inkjet print the information directly
onto the parts for easy sorting and packaging.

•

TigerTouch displays relevant statistical information about the job being processed, such as yield, waste, and average
clear length, for easy tracking.

More about the YIELD and LENGTH Algorithms
•

While TigerTouch is using the YIELD algorithm and is generating cuts, it might experience raw material that doesn’t
allow it to fill out the pallet slot it’s currently accumulating, due to defects for instance. Rather than cut material
down and leave waste, TigerTouch will consider that piece a part of a new slot and wait for raw material with more
clear length. TigerTouch can keep track of multiple accumulations and will generate cuts to fill the slot best able to
hold the cut. By avoiding waste and creating new accumulations to take in material that wouldn’t fit elsewhere, the
flooring algorithm retains 100% of usable material, after trim cuts, kerf, and defects, out of the given stock.

•

While TigerTouch is using the LENGTH algorithm and is generating cuts, it will operate within a predefined number
of pallet slots allowed by the operator. While accumulating each of these slots, TigerTouch will accept waste when
no option is present to fill any of the given slots with all of the available material. However, TigerTouch will also
focus on cutting the longest possible amount of material when filling the slots in order to increase speed of operation.

Use Flooring Optimization software in conjunction with:
•
•
•

TigerSaw 1000 and TigerSaw 2000
Laser Scanning Pusher Foot + UV Crayon
Inkjet Printing

How Does Flooring Optimization tm Software Work?
•

The operator grabs a board, checks for defects, and marks the beginning and end of the defect with
a UV crayon. TigerSaw 1000 scans the board and makes note of the defects.

•

Next, the operator types into TigerTouch the length of his pallet, crate, or packaging, where his
finished material will be going, for example, 96 inches. He then types in the total length of his
material, including the minimum lengths of parts he would like to achieve. For example, 1,200 total
linear feet and 12 inch minimum parts. TigerTouch software also allows the operator to set plus
or minus parameters by entering information into the Over Margin and Under Margin boxes on
the screen. For example, if the sawyer enters 96 inches as the Total Piece Length and .5 inches
as the Over Margin, then TigerTouch and TigerSaw 1000 will cut parts that fit into pallet slots from
96-96.5 inches.

•

Finally, the operator presses start. The TigerSaw 1000 scans the material and the TigerTouch
Flooring Optimization software looks at the given space available in the pallet slots and calculates
the most efficient cut. The TigerSaw 1000 cuts the parts and inkjet prints custom information onto
each piece.
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